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Statistical*Literature*Review*! There!were!several!statistical!analysis!sources!utilized!by!the!author!throughout!the!investigation!documented!in!this!paper.!!Many!of!them!were!used!by!the!author!to!refresh!previously!learned!analysis!techniques,!while!some!were!used!to!learn!the!more!advanced!methods!necessary!to!complete!the!analysis!of!the!historical!database.!!These!sources!and!the!support!they!provided!the!paper!are!discussed!below.!! Once!the!author!selected!a!quantitative!approach!to!determining!a!relationship!between!the!propulsion!system!architecture!and!known!ship!parameters,!the!Schaum’s!Outline!Series!of!statistical!texts!were!obtained!and!used!to!refresh!the!author’s!statistical!analysis!skills.!!Three!individual!books!in!this!series!were!obtained,!including!the!fourth!edition!of!Statistics![10]!and!the!second!editions!of!Operations%Research![11]!and!Operations%Management%[12].!!All!three!texts!are!published!by!McGraw!Hill.!! The!Schaum’s!Statistics!text!was!used!as!an!initial!primer!to!brush!off!and!refresh!the!statistical!knowledge!the!author!has!not!used!since!obtaining!his!bachelor’s!degree!several!years!ago.!!Concepts!such!as!measures!of!central!tendency!(mean,!mode,!median,!etc.)!and!small!sampling!were!reviewed!and!tested!using!the!practice!problems!included!as!part!of!the!text![10].!!Because!the!number!of!sample!ships!utilized!in!this!research!was!limited!to!less!than!50,!and!in!some!cases!as!few!as!9,!the!statistical!analysis!performed!required!as!much!information!for!each!sample!as!possible!to!increase!the!statistical!accuracy!of!the!results.!! The!basis!of!the!approach!used!in!this!analysis!was!using!historical!data!to!predict!the!value!(configuration)!of!a!future!asset.!!Therefore,!Schaum’s!Operations%Research!was!obtained!and!used!specifically!for!Chapter!16:!Forecasting.!!While!informative!for!basic!methods!of!simple!forecasting!models,!the!text!did!not!cover!the!multivariable!regressions!or!forecasting!techniques!that!would!be!required!in!the!author’s!approach!to!forecasting!the!power!transmission!architecture!of!a!ship![11].!! !! !
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Descriptive*Statistics*Once!the!information!is!compiled!into!a!database,!descriptive!statistics!can!be!calculated!in!order!to!present!a!summary!of!the!data!being!analyzed.!!These!are!also!called!singlegnumber!statistics,!and!include!commonly!recognized!names!like!means,!medians,!and!standard!deviations![15].!!These!singlegnumber!statistics!are!separated!into!two!different!categories!based!on!what!information!they!provide!about!the!database.!! The!first!category!is!“Measures!of!Location.”!!These!statistics!values!provide!a!statistical!analyst!with!a!quantifiable!measure!of!where!the!information!is!centered.!!There!are!two!major!measures!of!location,!the!mean!and!the!median.!!The!mean!is!a!numerical!average!that!shows!where!the!weighted!center!of!a!series!of!observations!is!located.!!The!median,!however,!demonstrates!the!central!tendency!of!the!sample!data!without!being!influenced!by!outliers!or!extreme!values!that!can!skew!the!numerical!average.!!Additional!measures!of!location!exist,!but!they!are!less!common!and!were!not!utilized!as!part!of!this!paper.!! The!mean!can!also!be!used!to!compare!two!populations!of!data,!in!this!case!ships!with!electrical!propulsion!architectures!and!those!with!mechanical!architectures.!!This!is!a!common!method!to!decide!between!two!choices,!but!it!relies!on!relatively!large!sample!sizes!or!normally!distributed!data!in!order!to!be!considered!accurate.!!As!discussed!in!later!sections!of!this!paper,!the!number!of!available!electrical!architecture!ships!was!only!9,!which!is!well!below!the!recommended!sample!size!of!30.!!Even!with!a!small!number!of!samples,!if!the!data!is!distributed!in!a!normal!fashion!reasonable!approximations!of!a!normal!distribution!can!be!achieved![15].!!Since!the!data!collected!on!historical!ships!was!not!normally!distributed!for!most!of!the!values,!the!samples!had!to!be!“normalized”!to!the!largest!value!in!order!to!ensure!the!accuracy!of!the!analysis!performed.!! !! !
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The!second!category!of!descriptive!statistics!is!“Measures!of!Variability.”!!These!values!seek!to!describe!how!the!data!is!spread!out!or!distributed!rather!than!where!it!is!centered.!!They!include!the!sample!range,!standard!deviation,!and!variance.!!The!range!is!a!simple!calculation!of!the!highest!value!minus!the!lowest!value,!and!is!used!extensively!in!the!statistical!quality!control!of!a!process![15].!!The!variance!of!the!data!(!!)!is!calculated!by!equation!(2.1)!and!measures!how!far!each!individual!sample!(!!)!is!from!the!mean!(!).!!The!standard!deviation!(!)!is!the!square!root!of!the!variance!of!the!data,!as!shown!in!equation!(2.2),!and!is!probably!the!most!commonly!used!measure!of!variability![15].!!The!use!of!standard!deviation!is!considered!easier!since!it!is!represented!in!linear!units!instead!of!squared!units.!!According!to![15],!the!variance!is!considered!more!in!inferential!theory,!whereas!the!standard!deviation!is!used!more!in!practical!applications.!
!! = !!!! !!!!!!!! !! (2.1)!! = !!! ! (2.2)!
Statistical*Models*These!descriptive!statistics!provide!important!summaries!about!the!data!collected,!but!it!is!often!hard!to!draw!conclusions!from!these!individual!calculations.!In!order!to!find!meaningful!relationships!between!the!data!points!statistical!inference!methods!will!need!to!be!incorporated!with!the!results!of!the!descriptive!statistics.!!These!statistical!methods!are!combined!to!form!a!statistical!model!that!represents!the!data!being!analyzed.!The!models!take!different!forms,!and!provide!the!analyst!with!information!in!several!different!formats.!The!selection!of!one!type!or!another!of!model!to!describe!the!data!is!heavily!based!on!what!the!analyst!is!trying!to!prove!or!disprove,!and!is!often!accompanied!by!fundamental!assumptions!about!the!nature!of!the!data!collected.!!Of!particular!interest!to!this!paper!are!the!exploratory!data!analysis!models!and!regression!models.!Exploratory!data!analysis!models!are!also!known!as!graphical!models.!!They!rely!on!plots,!charts,!and!other!graphics!to!visually!display!information!for!the!analyst!to!draw!conclusions.!!These!various!types!of!graphics!are!most!often!used!to!call!attention!to!violated!assumptions!that!would!otherwise!go!unnoticed!by!the!analyst![15].!!For!example,!if!an!analyst!made!a!fundamental!assumption!that!two!ship!parameters!were!related!in!a!linear!fashion,!a!plot!of!the!two!variables!might!reveal!they!were!actually!exponentially!related.!
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Simple!two!dimensional!plots!of!sample!observations!can!be!used!to!determine!relationships!between!the!variables!included!in!a!database.!!Several!of!these!comparison!plots!were!created!as!part!of!this!analysis!and!are!discussed!in!the!Results!section.!!These!plots!are!of!limited!use!when!there!are!multiple!interdependencies!between!variables,!as!is!often!the!case!when!examining!ship!characteristics.!!Because!these!interdependencies!can!often!involve!more!than!3!variables,!it!becomes!impossible!to!plot!them!in!a!way!that!an!analyst!can!readily!interpret!the!relationship.!Another!form!of!graphical!model!is!the!relative!frequency!diagram,!also!known!as!the!histogram.!!These!histograms!separate!the!samples!of!a!particular!variable!into!“bins”!that!contain!a!range!of!values.!!This!summarizes!the!data!distribution!and!enables!the!analyst!to!determine!if!their!collection!of!data!is!skewed!to!one!side!or!the!other!of!the!mean!value![15].!!Histograms!of!the!major!variables!considered!in!this!analysis!are!included!as!part!of!Appendix!B,!and!discussed!in!the!Results!section.!Regression!models!look!for!numerical!trends!and!inherent!relationships!in!the!data!that!can!be!described!through!various!forms!of!equations.!!The!specific!form!of!the!relationship!equation!being!examined!is!usually!determined!by!the!analyst,!often!based!on!the!results!of!the!graphical!models.!!The!regression!model!is!also!usually!accompanied!by!an!estimation!theory!that!enables!predictions!to!be!made!regarding!unknown!data!points!within!the!statistical!range!of!the!regression!model![15].!!The!goal!of!the!regression!is!to!explain!or!predict!the!value!of!a!dependent!variable!through!the!use!of!independent!variables!or!regressors![15].!!The!most!common!form!of!regression!analysis!is!a!simple!regression,!which!utilizes!the!linear!form!shown!in!equation!2.3!to!describe!the!relationship!between!the!dependent!variable!y!and!the!regressor!x!using!the!coefficients!of!m!and!b.!!The!intercept!of!the!line!is!represented!by!b,!while!the!slope!of!the!line!is!given!my!m.!! = !" + !! ! (2.3)!! !
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In!order!to!match!this!equation!to!the!distributed!sample!data,!a!regression!framework!needs!to!be!selected.!!The!most!frequently!used!framework!is!the!Least!Squares!method.!!The!Least!Squares!method!is!based!on!the!concept!of!minimizing!errors!for!a!particular!set!of!regression!coefficients.!!These!errors!are!referred!to!as!residuals,!and!are!calculated!by!subtracting!the!equation’s!predicted!value!of!y!for!a!given%x!with!the!actual!value!of!y%for!that!sample!of!x.!!The!residuals!for!a!linear!regression!are!essentially!the!vertical!deviations!of!a!plotted!point!from!the!line!generated!by!the!regression!equation.!!The!Least!Squares!method!produces!a!regression!equation!that!minimizes!the!sum!of!squares!of!the!vertical!deviations!from!the!original!sample!data!points.! ! = ! +!!!! +!!!! +⋯+!!!! ! ! (2.4)!Since!most!problems!being!subjected!to!a!regression!analysis!will!likely!involve!more!than!one!independent!variable,!the!regression!methods!discussed!so!far!can!also!be!applied!to!problems!with!multiple!regressors.!!Equation!(2.4)!shows!the!basic!linear!form!for!a!multivariable!regression!equation![15].!As!the!number!of!regressors!is!increased,!the!difficulty!in!calculating!the!least!squares!method!is!also!significantly!increased.!!The!use!of!matrices!can!significantly!help!in!easing!the!determination!of!the!coefficients!when!calculating!by!hand,!however!there!are!many!statistical!software!programs!that!can!perform!a!least!squares!method!multivariable!linear!regression!analysis!for!the!analyst![15].!!Just!because!a!regression!determines!the!equation!with!the!smallest!total!sum!of!vertical!deviations!does!not!mean!that!that!equation!is!a!good!fit!to!the!sample!data.!One!of!the!metrics!used!to!analyze!regression!analyses!is!the!coefficient!of!determination!(R2).!The!R2!value!of!a!regression!equation!describes!what!proportion!of!the!variance!in!the!sample!data!is!explained!by!the!resulting!equation.!In!the!case!of!multivariable!regressions!it!is!referred!to!as!the!coefficient!of!multiple!determination,!and!calculated!using!the!regression!sum!of!squares!(SSR)!and!the!total!correct!sum!of!squares!(SST).!!!The!SSR!is!calculated!using!equation!(2.5)!and!represents!the!variability!of!the!sample!data!that!is!explained!by!the!regression!model.!!Conversely,!the!SST!is!the!variation!in!the!dependent!value!that!would!be!ideally!explained!by!the!regression!model,!and!can!be!calculated!with!equation!(2.6).!!Equation!2.7!shows!how!these!two!values!are!used!to!determine!the!coefficient!of!determination.!!!! !
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!!" = !! − !! !!!!! !! ! (2.5)!!!" = !! − !! !!!!! !!!! (2.6)!!! = !!"!!"!! ! ! (2.7)!The!value!of!R2!can!range!from!between!0!and!1.!!The!closer!the!regression!model’s!value!of!R2!is!to!1,!the!more!accurately!the!resulting!equation!models!the!variance!of!the!sample!data!being!analyzed.!!However,!as!with!the!singlegnumber!statistics,!it!is!not!only!difficult!but!also!unwise!to!select!a!regression!model!based!solely!on!the!coefficient!of!determination![15].!!In!multivariable!regressions!another!common!metric!is!the!adjusted!R2,!which!is!a!variation!of!the!coefficient!of!determination!adjusted!for!the!degrees!of!freedom!in!the!regression!model.!!This!variation!prevents!the!R2!from!becoming!artificially!inflated!due!to!the!inclusion!of!unnecessary!additional!variables,!and!is!calculated!using!equation!(2.8).!!Both!of!these!R2!values!can!be!calculated!using!most!statistical!analysis!programs,!however!as!mentioned!above,!they!should!not!be!used!as!the!sole!criteria!for!selecting!a!regression!model![15].!















Once!a!neural!network!configuration!is!selected,!it!needs!to!be!trained!to!the!input!data.!!This!is!done!using!a!training!algorithm!that!compares!the!output!of!the!neural!network!to!the!original!input!value.!!The!computation!performed!by!each!node!is!summarized!in!equation!(2.9).!The!in0%to!inn%values!are!the!outputs!from!the!previous!layer!of!nodes,!while%w0%to!wn!values!are!the!connection!weights.!Each!node!has!its!own!bias.!The!values!for!each!of!these!weights!and!biases!are!determined!by!the!training!algorithm!selected.!!"#!"#$ = (!"! ∗ !! + !"! ∗ !! +⋯+ !"! ∗ !! + !"#$)!! !!! ! (2.9)!Once!the!initial!inputs!are!processed!into!outputs!of!the!network,!minor!adjustments!are!made!to!the!weights!and!biases!assigned!to!each!node’s!computational!output,!and!then!the!network!is!retested!by!the!algorithm.!!This!process!continues!for!as!many!iterations!as!necessary!in!order!to!meet!the!performance!criteria!selected!by!the!analyst![14].!!One!of!the!most!common!performance!criteria!utilized!for!both!numeric!and!categorical!neural!networks!is!the!mean!square!error!over!all!the!training!cases.!!Once!the!network!meets!the!training!criteria!selected,!a!random!series!of!test!cases!that!were!set!aside!during!the!training!process!are!used!to!validate!the!training!results.!!These!test!cases!examine!whether!the!predicted!values!for!the!unused!samples!match!the!original!values!within!a!certain!degree!of!error.!!If!the!analyst!is!satisfied!with!the!both!the!training!and!testing!results,!the!trained!neural!network!can!then!be!used!to!predict!unknown!or!missing!values!in!the!dataset![14].!!In!order!to!efficiently!configure!the!neural!network!with!an!appropriate!number!of!input!variables,!a!PCA!is!typically!used!to!determine!the!minimum!number!of!dimensions!required!to!define!the!sample!data.!Usually!a!neural!network!is!designed!to!model!the!number!of!variables!selected!by!the!PCA’s!rankings!of!the!principal!components!ability!to!explain!the!variance!of!the!sample!data.!!While!the!neural!network!will!not!yield!a!perfect!prediction!for!each!observation!in!the!original!data!set,!it!can!create!a!reasonable!approximation!that!performs!within!specific!performance!criteria!selected!by!the!analyst.!The!resulting!matrices!of!the!individual!nodes!weights!and!biases!can!be!extracted!from!the!neural!network!along!with!the!activation!function!(∅)!in!order!to!predict!the!dependent!numeric!or!categorical!variable!for!additional!samples!using!equation!(2.10).!!




































































































































































































Class!Commissioned! 2000! 1981! 35! 76!
Vessel!Weight! 15862211! 12041863! 45019377! 92877864!
Speed! 10.99! 14.65! 12.85! 20.58!
Propulsion!Power! 30262! 39801! 67336! 193254!
Electrical!Power! 18315! 2933! 51626! 14897!
Specific!Power! 0.144! 0.451! 0.271! 1.416!
Range!(NM)! 7872! 5175! 12429! 15700!









































































































0.023 0.383 0.192 0.008 
Vessel Weight   1 
-
0.040 0.757 0.477 0.361 0.969 







Propulsion Power       1 0.230 0.157 0.686 
Installed Electrical Power         1 0.167 0.495 
Range           1 0.230 


















































11! 0.03! 100.00!!! !
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Table!9:!PCA!results!predicting!Electric!Power!Capacity!using!5!variables!
















1! 49.44! 49.44! 46.47! 46.47! 84.44! 84.44!
2! 25.19! 74.62! 33.36! 79.84! 9.62! 94.06!
3! 20.25! 94.88! 13.30! 93.13! 5.38! 99.44!
4! 4.57! 99.44! 6.28! 99.42! 0.44! 99.88!
5! 0.56! 100.00! 0.58! 100.00! 0.12! 100.00!!The!next!step!was!to!reattempt!the!linear!multivariable!regressions!for!the!dependent!variable!of!Installed!Electrical!Power,!while!limiting!the!number!of!independent!variables!to!either!3!or!4,!as!suggested!by!the!results!of!the!PCA.!!The!results!of!these!regressions!calculated!using!StatTools®!are!summarized!in!Table!10.!!Unlike!the!previous!regression!attempts,!there!was!a!strong!correlation!(R2=0.95)!for!the!electrical!transmission!ships,!but!there!was!still!only!a!weak!relationship!between!the!mechanical!ships.!!Since!there!are!far!more!ships!in!the!mechanical!category,!they!appear!to!have!overwhelmed!the!electrical!ship’s!relationship!when!the!regression!was!applied!to!both!sets!of!ships!at!the!same!time.!!The!full!set!of!linear!regression!results!are!included!as!part!of!the!StatTools®!results!in!Appendix!B.!Table!10:!Summary!of!Linear!Regression!Results!for!predicting!Electrical!Power!Capacity!
Regression!Results!for!Normalized!Data!Set!
!! Coefficients:!
Data!Set! #!Ind!Var! Multi!R! R2!Value! Constant! Crew! Prop!Power! Speed! Age!
Both! 4! 0.6433! 0.4139! K1.00EK16! 0.739! K0.214! K0.194! K0.357!
Both! 3! 0.5205! 0.271! K7.62EK17! 0.752! K0.231! K0.023! K!
Electrical! 4! 0.9755! 0.9516! 0.154! 2.368! K1.762! 1.508! K0.794!
Electrical! 3! 0.956! 0.914! 0.302! 2.334! K0.882! 1.16! K!
Mechanical! 4! 0.6443! 0.4151! K0.053! 0.172! 0.093! K0.042! K0.087!





Neural!Net! NNK1! NNK2! NNK3! NNK4! NNK5! NNK6! Pattern!Rec!
#!Independent!Var! 3! 3! 3! 6! 4! 4! 4!
Dependent!Var! Transmission! Transmission! Elec!Power! Transmission! Transmission! Elec!Power! Transmission!
Training!Epochs!(iterations)! 1063! 8262! 10000! 144! 2640! 1485! 8!
Time!(sec)! 11! 82! 97! 1! 26! 14! 0!
Performance! 6.05EK05! 3.55EK02! 6.57EK04! 7.25EK05! 7.49EK05! 7.49EK05! 0.0593!
Gradient! 3.19EK02! 1.00EK07! 7.33EK05! 2.22EK03! 4.34EK03! 2.02EK03! 0.0229!
Mu! 1.00EK08! 1.00EK05! 1.00EK08! 1.00EK06! 1.00EK07! 1.00EK07! !!
Normalized!Independent!Var:! !!
Crew!Size! X! X! X! X! X! X! X!
Propulsion!Power! X! X! X! X! X! X! X!
Speed! !! X! X! X! X! X! X!
Age! !! !! !! X! !! X! !!
Heaviest! !! !! !! X! !! !! !!
Electrical!Power! X! !! !! X! X! !! X!! There!were!6!different!neural!networks!developed!using!variations!of!the!script!included!as!Appendix!C.!!Each!of!these!networks!combined!a!different!set!of!independent!variables!to!predict!either!the!transmission!method!or!the!installed!electric!power!capacity.!A!seventh!network!was!developed!using!the!Pattern!Recognition!Network!wizard!built!into!Matlab!2013.!!This!final!network!was!selected!as!a!means!to!verify!the!method!used!to!create!the!categorical!variable!of!transmission!architecture.!!However!the!limitations!of!the!built!in!wizard!did!not!allow!for!performance!metrics!consistent!with!those!of!the!other!neural!networks.!Table!11!combines!the!network!configurations!and!their!respective!results.!!The!network!identified!as!NNg4!was!included!to!show!that!the!additional!independent!variables!did!not!have!a!significant!impact!on!the!end!result!of!the!neural!network’s!ability!to!predict!the!transmission!architecture.!Even!though!NNg4!required!far!less!iterations!to!train,!the!performance!and!gradient!metrics!were!very!similar!to!the!other!neural!networks,!verifying!the!PCA!results.!
! *
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!!"#$!!"#$%&&'( = 19.34 ∗ !!"#$ − 0.24 ∗ !!"#$%&'(#) + 2354.16 ∗ !!!!" − 14512.1! (4.1)!! Equation!4.1!was!used!to!calculate!a!predicted!value!for!each!of!the!9!electric!drive!ship!classes,!and!these!predicted!results!were!compared!to!the!actual!values!for!each!class!of!ship!that!utilizes!an!electrical!propulsion!system!architecture.!!The!classes!were!organized!in!increasing!size!of!the!original!value!to!simplify!the!presentation!of!the!differences!in!actual!and!predicted!values.!!The!equation!appears!to!be!more!accurate!for!ships!with!higher!levels!of!electrical!capacity.!!It!should!be!noted!that!despite!the!high!R2!value!of!this!regression!equation,!it!is!only!based!on!9!observations!whose!sample!data!points!do!not!appear!to!be!not!normally!distributed.!!Further!research!using!additional!electric!drive!ships!is!required!in!order!to!confirm!the!validity!of!this!prediction!equation.!!
! *
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Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.6433 0.4139 0.3567 0.17901073
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 0.927784741 0.231946185 7.2382 0.0002
Unexplained 41 1.313838502 0.032044842
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant J1.0009EJ16 0.026393692 0.0000 1.0000 J0.053303143 0.053303143
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 0.739070383 0.213977861 3.4540 0.0013 0.306933325 1.171207441
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) J0.214023421 0.215779569 J0.9919 0.3271 J0.6497991 0.221752259
Normalized(to(Fastest((25.7(m/s) J0.019376138 0.168933174 J0.1147 0.9092 J0.360543604 0.321791327











Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.5205 0.2710 0.2189 0.197255461
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 0.607415131 0.20247171 5.2036 0.0038
Unexplained 42 1.634208111 0.038909717
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant J7.62319EJ17 0.029083731 0.0000 1.0000 J0.058693345 0.058693345
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 0.751618956 0.235745875 3.1883 0.0027 0.275864519 1.227373394
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) J0.231319996 0.237695351 J0.9732 0.3360 J0.711008634 0.248368643











Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.9755 0.9516 0.9032 0.129537014
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 1.320038124 0.330009531 19.6670 0.0068
Unexplained 4 0.067119352 0.016779838
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 0.154435801 0.098965655 1.5605 0.1937 J0.120336907 0.42920851
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 2.367684707 0.352885037 6.7095 0.0026 1.387918773 3.347450641
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) J1.762718011 0.820094085 J2.1494 0.0980 J4.039664219 0.514228198
Normalized(to(Fastest((25.7(m/s) 1.507573072 0.439084676 3.4334 0.0265 0.288478572 2.726667572











Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.9560 0.9140 0.8624 0.154451452
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 1.267881219 0.422627073 17.7163 0.0043
Unexplained 5 0.119276256 0.023855251
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 0.301556388 0.06343821 4.7535 0.0051 0.138483279 0.464629498
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 2.334325199 0.420151721 5.5559 0.0026 1.254290817 3.414359582
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) J0.882110154 0.775541194 J1.1374 0.3069 J2.87570226 1.111481952











Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.6443 0.4151 0.3420 0.064262584
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 0.093773897 0.023443474 5.6768 0.0014
Unexplained 32 0.132149749 0.00412968
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant J0.052537431 0.010996497 J4.7777 <+0.0001 J0.074936562 J0.030138299
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 0.171886282 0.089399901 1.9227 0.0635 J0.010215356 0.353987921
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) 0.093312644 0.082991322 1.1244 0.2692 J0.075735146 0.262360435
Normalized(to(Fastest((25.7(m/s) J0.04196013 0.068546449 J0.6121 0.5448 J0.181584677 0.097664417











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.6433 0.4139 0.3567 9344.358503
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 2528064102 632016025.4 7.2382 0.0002
Unexplained 41 3579998469 87317035.83
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 11903.6121 5045.243284 2.3594 0.0231 1714.536585 22092.68762
Vessel(Age F235.7527403 74.56073105 F3.1619 0.0029 F386.3311914 F85.17428914
Speed F39.32141803 342.8284751 F0.1147 0.9092 F731.6775694 653.0347333
Propulsion(Power F0.057587735 0.058060266 F0.9919 0.3271 F0.17484282 0.05966735











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.5205 0.2710 0.2189 10296.73329
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 1655108476 551702825.2 5.2036 0.0038
Unexplained 42 4452954095 106022716.5
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 5021.950115 5015.561555 1.0013 0.3224 F5099.862889 15143.76312
Speed F46.19600147 377.7618745 F0.1223 0.9033 F808.5503285 716.1583256
Propulsion(Power F0.062241761 0.063957192 F0.9732 0.3360 F0.1913126 0.066829077











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.9755 0.9516 0.9032 6761.830941
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 3596891440 899222860.1 19.6670 0.0068
Unexplained 4 182889430.7 45722357.67
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant F7540.780915 8269.340031 F0.9119 0.4134 F30500.14957 15418.58774
Vessel(Age F524.9189143 297.7352116 F1.7630 0.1527 F1351.564385 301.7265567
Speed 3059.428567 891.0667263 3.4334 0.0265 585.4307168 5533.426418
Propulsion(Power F0.47429827 0.220664453 F2.1494 0.0980 F1.08696101 0.138364471











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.9560 0.9140 0.8624 8062.364422
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 3454772271 1151590757 17.7163 0.0043
Unexplained 5 325008600.4 65001720.07
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant F14512.08917 8659.562481 F1.6758 0.1546 F36772.20319 7748.024847
Speed 2354.159025 949.3674921 2.4797 0.0559 F86.26780512 4794.585856
Propulsion(Power F0.237351248 0.208676512 F1.1374 0.3069 F0.773771299 0.299068804











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.6443 0.4151 0.3420 3354.506284
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 4 255518776.2 63879694.06 5.6768 0.0014
Unexplained 32 360086797.1 11252712.41
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 4285.775944 2333.723812 1.8365 0.0756 F467.863904 9039.415792
Vessel(Age F57.63203243 31.17972264 F1.8484 0.0738 F121.1430491 5.878984249
Speed F85.15276826 139.1063346 F0.6121 0.5448 F368.5030994 198.1975629
Propulsion(Power 0.025107831 0.022330651 1.1244 0.2692 F0.020378216 0.070593878











Multiple(Regression(for(Normalized(to(Most(E(Power((52(Mw) Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.5938 0.3526 0.2938 0.066573919
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 0.079664783 0.026554928 5.9915 0.0022
Unexplained 33 0.146258863 0.004432087
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant J0.057166361 0.011092656 J5.1535 <+0.0001 J0.079734539 J0.034598183
Normalized(to(Largest(Crew((6300) 0.161499382 0.092432206 1.7472 0.0899 J0.026555355 0.349554119
Normalized(to(Most(Power((194(MW) 0.092150873 0.08597381 1.0718 0.2916 J0.082764158 0.267065904











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.5938 0.3526 0.2938 3475.157994
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 217073711.6 72357903.86 5.9915 0.0022
Unexplained 33 398531861.8 12076723.08
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 1885.59434 2008.836915 0.9386 0.3547 F2201.415094 5972.603774
Speed F50.06156967 142.76118 F0.3507 0.7281 F340.5113743 240.3882349
Propulsion(Power 0.024795231 0.023133155 1.0718 0.2916 F0.022269527 0.071859988











Multiple(Regression(for(Installed(Electrical(Power Multiple Adjusted StErr(of(
Summary R R@Square Estimate
0.5938 0.3526 0.2938 3475.157994
Degrees(of Sum(of( Mean(of(
ANOVA(Table Freedom Squares Squares
Explained 3 217073711.6 72357903.86 5.9915 0.0022
Unexplained 33 398531861.8 12076723.08
Standard
Regression(Table Error Lower Upper
Constant 1885.59434 2008.836915 0.9386 0.3547 F2201.415094 5972.603774
Speed F50.06156967 142.76118 F0.3507 0.7281 F340.5113743 240.3882349
Propulsion(Power 0.024795231 0.023133155 1.0718 0.2916 F0.022269527 0.071859988












% Solve an Input-Output Fitting problem with a Neural Network 
% Script generated by NFTOOL 
% Created Tue Mar 24 15:47:45 CDT 2015 
% This script assumes these variables are defined: 
%   data - input data. 
%   Epwr - target data. 
inputs = data; 
targets = Epwr; 
% Create a Fitting Network 
hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
net = fitnet(hiddenLayerSize); 
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100; 
% Train the Network 
[net,tr] = train(net,inputs,targets); 
% Test the Network 
outputs = net(inputs); 
errors = gsubtract(targets,outputs); 
performance = perform(net,targets,outputs) 
% View the Network 
view(net) 
% Plots 













! Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!2!−111.804 0.253 1.211 0.383 −1.991 229.301 −1.508 !












! Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!2!−271.822 0.049 −274.671 51.214 48.23 −2.108 −5.278 !!
Bias!Matrix!for!Layer!2!2.990 !!!!Neural!Network!4!Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!1!0.913 0.888 −0.2171.231 1.236 1.068−17.256 18.708 0.481 0.112 −2.052 0.1110.246 1.116 −1.96516.658 0.905 7.8203.817 −1.732 0.918— 6.779 −15.941 −2.570−0.937 −3.895 4.5012.384 5.494 −1.690








Neural!Network!5!Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!1!−21.171 −18.73114.155 −20.02412.016 −4.857 −20.870 46.85416.890 −14.98012.368 −17.902−16.299 30.240195.147 −41.30578.795 2.41260.780 −85.636




! Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!2!43.641 −218.459 61.812 −117.115 98.488 −99.677 83.671 !!
Bias!Matrix!for!Layer!2!1.687 !
!!Neural!Network!6!Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!1!5.138 −4.66719.519 −0.7048.903 0.183 9.171 11.444−2.696 −1.8071.517 −11.258−22.734 19.517−13.843 14.36619.155 −1.667−2.721 3.820












!Weight!Matrix!for!Layer!2!0.415 −0.567 −0.408 −0.274 −0.663 −0.383 −0.893 −0.622 −0.795 −0.758 0.36 0.564 0.760 0.077 !Bias!Matrix!for!Layer!2! 0.361 !! *
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